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Liability insurance is an important type in insurance, and the maritime 
employers liability insurance is a branch of liability insurance.Our country "insurance 
law" and "maritime law" in the express provisions of liability insurance is limited, 
especially some has the particularity of Marine insurance system performance in 
maritime employers liability insurance are not comprehensive.The study of maritime 
employers liability insurance still stay on phase of employer liability or liability 
insurance. In view of this, this article is divided into three chapters, analyzes maritime 
employers liability insurance. 
The first chapter in the basic concept, legal definition to the employer 
responsibility. On the basis of the analysis and research, the author puts forward the 
concept of maritime employers liability insurance, the basic properties, such as the 
subject-matter insured is parsed. Compared with onshore employers liability 
insurance,  the maritime employers liability insurance has a dual property damage 
insurance and fixed-sum insurance . Belong to the intermediate insurance, Maritime 
employers liability insurance has the features of property insurance and personal 
insurance at the same time. Illustrated maritime employers liability insurance on the 
identification of the parties and interested persons 
The second chapter mainly discusses maritime employers liability insurance 
compensation scope of insurance liability ,the infinite inform obligation of insurant 
and underwriter exclusions demonstrative obligation.Proposed insured risk disasters 
should be adopted for the total package principle, the compensation project should 
include the salvage charges. Combining with practice, elaborate the insurer and the 
insured mutual negative told obligation of the maritime employers liability insurance. 
It should pay attention to the insurer fulfil demonstrative obligation in the form of 
censorship, weakening the infinite of insurant inform obligation. 
Chapter iii is about offshore employers liability insurance compensation 













determine the employer liability with fault degree, and then determine the amount of 
compensation. Infringement of third party payment employees when personal 
damages against the employer liability to pay compensation, and employers should be 
as calculating coefficient to calculate the fault degree. For maritime employers risks 
of insurance subrogation, the insured from infringing the third party liability time 
points to the right of subrogation. Directly against the insured claims and the insurer 
subrogation right concurrence, proposed the feasibility scheme. 
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